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Hospitality series
Toshiba’s affordable hospitality displays are designed to be used  
in hotels, bars and restaurants to display your content in HD quality.  
Hotel mode makes it easy to limit maximum volume, set start up 
volumes and hide the set up menu to enable complete control.  
Whether you’re displaying service messages, sports or movies,  
it’s easy to connect to your customers with a Toshiba TV. 

Superior picture quality with Full HD screen resolution.

The minimum screen resolution and digital sockets to receive  
and display a broadcast HD picture.

2x HDMI slots for multiple connectivity.



 

Model  24J1533/34 32J1533/34 32H1533 40H1533/34 48H1533

Screen Diagonal screen size
Light output (cd/m²)
Screen resolution
Visible area (H x V)
Pixel pitch (mm)
Display colours
Native contrast
Response time (ms)

61 cm (24")
220
1366 x 768
521 x 293
0.12725 x 0.38175
8 bit 16.7m
3000
8,5

80 cm (32")
300
1366 x 768
698 x 392
0.51075 x 0.51075
8 bit 16.7m
4000
20

80 cm (32")
300
1920 x 1080
698 x 392
0.36375 x 0.36375
8 bit 16.7m
1400
8

102 cm (40")
300
1920 x 1080
886 x 498

10 bit 1.07 b
4000
8

121 cm (48")
300
1920 x 1080
1054 x 593

10 bit 1.07 b
4000
8

Dimensions Width (mm)
Bezel width
Height without stand (mm)
Depth without stand (min)
Depth without stand (max)
Weight (without stand) kg

555
8
345
21
62
3.5

736
14.5
452
25
97
5.5

736
15.35
452
25
97
5.5

925
15.9
558
27
99
9.5

1081
9.75 
636
54
71
12.5

Connections          2 x HDMI, component video (via VGA), s-video (via SCART), SCART (full RGB)

Technical specifications

24J1533/34  32J1533/34  32H1533  40H1533/34  48H1533

Playback of content from
USB (Video/Picture/Audio)
without the need 
for an external  
media playback  
device.

Set-up features only once. 
Rather than setting up 
features on multiple screens, 
simply set-up once and 
then copy and paste across 
numerous screens via USB.

Models ending in 34 = white models.

To suit your needs
Retail and hospitality
In environments where captivating multimedia matters  
most - retail outlets, shopping centres, hotels, and stadiums. 
Toshiba is able to offer a wide range of Digital signage 
opportunities to create head turning solutions.

Corporate and public sector
Present a unified professional image across multiple remote 
locations and devices, with Toshiba Digital signage and Business 
Vision. At Toshiba we pride ourselves on helping the corporate 
and Public sectors reduce downtime and improve productivity. 
This sustained success is based on working together fulfilling 
individual business needs and goals.

Education
At Toshiba we’ve got something for everyone in education.  
That includes displays with multiple connection ports, vivid 
pictures and clear audio, helping you engage students, staff,  
and visitors, in and out of the classroom.



16/7 professional signage
The TDE series displays engaging commercial content 16 hours a day,  
7 days per week. All models feature Full HD 1080p resolution and a 178  
degree viewing angle to ensure your messages have maximum impact.

Designed with value and flexibility in mind, the range features a wide 
range of connections and can be mounted horizontally or vertically  
for use in a variety of business environments including retail stores,  
offices and more.

Professional displays designed to run 16 hours a day 7 days a week.  
Total business durability.

Giving greater versatility, displays can be positioned either horizontal  
or vertical orientation.

Provides clear images at a wider viewing angle.

40" and 50" TD-E series models are available in 9 striking bezel colours -  
giving greater branding felxibility.

White
RAL 9010

Cream
RAL 9001

Yellow
RAL 1018

Green
RAL 6002

Light Blue
RAL 5012

Dark Blue
RAL 5002

Grey (Metallic)
RAL 9007

Red
RAL 3020



TD-E401  TD-E501 TD-E651

Eliminate the need to 
add external solutions 
when listening to music, 
commentary or video 
conferencing.

Models with 10 point IR 
touch screen functionality 
allow full interactivity. 
Engage with exciting 
content and discover 
information.*

*Touch screen options reduces brightness by 50 NIT

Industry standard input, 
the Open Pluggable 
Specification (OPS), increases 
flexibility for users of any 
digital signage application, 
eliminating the need 
for external PC, cabling, 
mounting and power supply.

To suit your needs
SMB
Build your SMB image to a corporate standard, and manage 
digital communications across multiple locations and devices 
with Toshiba’s Digital signage solutions.

Control multiple displays from a 
central location via LAN or RS232 
inputs. Connect to a control device 
to manage functionality remotely.

Retail and hospitality
In environments where captivating multimedia matters  
most - retail outlets, shopping centres, hotels, and stadiums. 
Toshiba is able to offer a wide range of Digital signage 
opportunities to create head turning solutions.

Corporate and public sector
Present a unified professional image across multiple remote 
locations and devices, with Toshiba Digital signage and Business 
Vision. At Toshiba we pride ourselves on helping the corporate 
and Public sectors reduce downtime and improve productivity. 
This sustained success is based on working together fulfilling 
individual business needs and goals.

Education
At Toshiba we’ve got something for everyone in education.  
That includes displays with multiple connection ports, vivid 
pictures and clear audio, helping you engage students, staff,  
and visitors, in and out of the classroom.

 

Model  TD-E401 TD-E501 TD-E651

Screen Screen size
Screen resolution
Light output
Recommended maximum usage
Visible area
Viewing angle
Pixel pitch (mm)
Display colours
Native contrast
Response time (ms)
Portrait mode

102 cm (40")
1920 x 1080
450 cd/m2
16 hr
885.6 (H) x 498.15 (V)
178 x 178
0.46125 (H) x 0.46125 (W)
8-bit, 16.7M colours
4000 : 1
8ms
Yes

127 cm (50")
1920 x 1080
500 cd/m2
16 hr
1095.85 (H) x 616.41 (V)
178 x 178
0.57075 (H) x 0.57075 (V)
8-bit, 16.7M colours
3000 : 1
6ms
Yes

165 cm (65")
1920 x 1080
660 cd/m2
16hr 
1428.48 (H) x 803.52 (V)
178 x 178
0.744 (H) x 0.744 (W)
8-bit, 16.7M colours
4000 : 1
8ms
Yes

Tiling Multi screen
Daisy chain DVI
Tiling matrix
Frame compensation

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Inputs HDMI 1.3, analogue D-SUB, RS232, mini jack (audio)

Outputs Mini jack (audio), speakers (10W + 10W)

Dimensions Width
Bezel width
Height (mm)
Depth (min)
Depth (max)
Weight kg

911
8.5 mm (12.5mm bottom)
527
28
78.5
16

1120
12 mm (15mm bottom)
645.5
28
78.5
21

1460
15mm (17.5mm bottom)
838.5
38
83
38.5

Technical specifications (display only)



Superior picture quality with Full HD screen resolution.

Signage models are able to tile together and share content to create 
effective multi-screen messages and displays.

Professional displays designed to run 16 hours a day 7 days a week. 
Total business durability.

TD-E2 series
Engage your customers through the working day and beyond, with 
Toshiba’s TD-E2 business displays. Designed for operation 16 hours a day, 
seven days a week, a 178-degree viewing angle and screen brightness of 
450 cd/m2 ensure your content reaches customers and guests wherever 
they are, making it an ideal signage solution for retail, hospitality, and 
corporate environments.

Take complete control of your content with the embedded USB player 
and seven-day scheduler, and be assured of timely, personalised content 
all week long. Connected by RS232 and LAN, as well as 2x HDMI inputs, 
a DVI input and other AV inputs, you can connect and control remotely 
with ease. The Full HD LED backlit TD-E2 range is available in screen sizes 
of 43”, 50”, 55”, and 65” – and supports daisy-chain tiled configurations 
of up to 5 x 5, for enormous, impactful signage in even the most 
demanding environments. 65"

55"
50"

43"

Giving greater versatility, displays can be positioned either horizontal or 
vertical orientation. 

Provides clear images at a wider viewing angle.



TD-E432  TD-E502  TD-E552  TD-E652

Control multiple displays from 
a central location via LAN or 
RS232 inputs. Connect to a 
control device to manage 
functionality remotely.

Playback of content from
USB (Video/Picture/Audio)
without the need 
for an external  
media playback  
device.

Eliminate the need to 
add external solutions 
when listening to music, 
commentary or video 
conferencing.

Model  TD-E432 TD-E502 TD-E552 TD-E652

Screen Screen Size 109cm (43”) 127cm (50”) 140cm (55”) 165cm (65”)
 Screen Resolution 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080
 Light Output 450 cd/m² 450 cd/m² 450 cd/m² 450 cd/m²
 Recommended Maximum Usage 16 hr 16 hr 16 hr 16 hr
 Visible Area 940.9 (H) x 529.3 (V) 1095.8 (H) x 616.4 (V) 1209.6 (H) x 680.4 (V) 1428.5 (H) x 803.5 (V)
 Viewing Angle 178 x 178 178 x 178 178 x 178 178 x 178
 Display Colours   
 Native Contrast (number) 3000:1 3000:1 3500:1 4000:1
 Response Time (ms) 8ms 8ms 8ms 8ms
 Portrait Mode Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Tiling Multi-screen (Zoom up) Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Daisy Chain DVI Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Tiling Matrix (x,y) up to 5 x 5 up to 5 x 5 up to 5 x 5 up to 5 x 5
 External Control RS232 Yes Yes Yes Yes
 External Control LAN Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Monitor ID Setting Yes Yes Yes Yes

Inputs HDMI 2, DVI, Analogue D-SUB, Component/Composite, USB, RS-232, LAN

Outputs DVI, Composite, RS-232

Dimensions Width (mm) 967 1133 1246 1463
(Approx) Bezel Width (mm) 9.9 mm (L/R),   13.5mm (L/R/T), 14.3mm (L/R/T), 14.3mm (L/R/T), 
  12.2mm (T), 20.3mm (B) 16.0 (B) 16.8mm (B) 20.3mm (B)
 Height (mm) 568 656 719 844
 Depth (mm) - Minimum Point - - - -
 Depth (mm) - Maximum Point 70 70 69 70
 Weight (kg) 10.5 14 17 24

Technical specifications

To suit your needs
Retail and hospitality
In environments where captivating multimedia matters  
most - retail outlets, shopping centres, hotels, and stadiums. 
Toshiba is able to offer a wide range of Digital signage 
opportunities to create head turning solutions.

Corporate and public sector
Present a unified professional image across multiple remote 
locations and devices, with Toshiba Digital signage and Business 
Vision. At Toshiba we pride ourselves on helping the corporate 
and Public sectors reduce downtime and improve productivity. 
This sustained success is based on working together fulfilling 
individual business needs and goals.

Education
At Toshiba we’ve got something for everyone in education.  
That includes displays with multiple connection ports, vivid 
pictures and clear audio, helping you engage students, staff,  
and visitors, in and out of the classroom.



TDZ series
Designed for operation all day, every day with Full HD resolution and a 
viewing angle of 178-degrees, the TDZ series is suitable for any 
professional environment.

Available in three sizes ranging from 106 cm (42”) to 139 cm (55”), the 
displays can be mounted horizontally or vertically in a variety of tile 
configurations.

Signage models are able to tile together and share content to create 
effective multi-screen messages and displays.

Giving greater versatility, displays can be positioned either horizontal  
or vertical orientation.

Eliminate the need to add external solutions when listening to music, 
commentary or video conferencing.

Professional displays designed to run 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  
The prefect option for continuous use.

Provides clear images at a wider viewing angle.Industry standard input, the 
Open Pluggable Specification 
(OPS), increases flexibility for 
users of any digital signage 
application, eliminating the 
need for external PC, cabling, 
mounting and power supply.



TD-Z422  TD-Z472  TD-Z552

 

Model  TD-Z422 TD-Z472 TD-Z552

Screen Screen size
Screen resolution
Panel type
Light output
Recommended maximum usage
Visible area
Viewing angle
Pixel pitch (mm)
Display colours
Native contrast
Response time (ms)
Portrait mode

107 cm (42")
1920 x 1080
IPS
450 cd/m2
24
930.24 x 523.26
178x178 
0.485 x 0.485
8 bit +FRC 1.07G
1300
12
Yes

119 cm (47")
1920 x 1080
IPS
450 cd/m2
24
1039.68 x 584.82
178x178 
0.5415 x 0.5415
8 bit +FRC 1.07G
1300
12
Yes

140 cm (55")
1920 x 1080
IPS
450 cd/m2
24
1209.6 x 680.4
178x178
0.630 x 0.630
8 bit +FRC 1.07G
1300
12
 Yes

Tiling Multi screen
Daisy chain DVI
Tiling matrix
Frame compensation

Yes
Yes
Up to 10 x 10
Yes

Yes
Yes
Up to 10 x 10
Yes

Yes
Yes
Up to 10 x 10
Yes

Inputs 2 x HDMI (1.4b), DisplayPort (1.2), DVI, analogue D-SUB, USB, 1 x composite/component, RS232, mini jack (audio)

Outputs DisplayPort, DVI, RS232, remote, mini jack (audio), speakers 10 W + 10 W, speaker terminal

Dimensions Width (mm)
Bezel width (mm)
Height (mm)
Depth (min)
Depth (max)
Weight kg

965.8
15.8
558.9
-
69
18.3

1069.3
10.25
612.8
-
69.2
18.2

1247
15.7
717.8
-
70
32

Technical specifications

EDGE LED backlight technology. 
LED’s are mounted on the 
edge of the LCD panel 
and used to backlight the 
LCD in combination with 
advanced optical filters. 
Edge LED lighting provides 
an ultra-thin depth screen 
in conjunction with uniform 
brightness.

Playback of content from
USB (Video/Picture/Audio)
without the need 
for an external  
media playback  
device.

Control multiple displays from a 
central location via LAN or RS232 
inputs. Connect to a control device to 
manage functionality remotely.

To suit your needs
SMB
Build your SMB image to a corporate standard, and manage 
digital communications across multiple locations and devices 
with Toshiba’s Digital signage solutions.

Retail and hospitality
In environments where captivating multimedia matters  
most - retail outlets, shopping centres, hotels, and stadiums. 
Toshiba is able to offer a wide range of Digital signage 
opportunities to create head turning solutions.

Corporate and public sector
Present a unified professional image across multiple remote 
locations and devices, with Toshiba Digital signage and Business 
Vision. At Toshiba we pride ourselves on helping the corporate 
and Public sectors reduce downtime and improve productivity. 
This sustained success is based on working together fulfilling 
individual business needs and goals.

Education
At Toshiba we’ve got something for everyone in education.  
That includes displays with multiple connection ports, vivid 
pictures and clear audio, helping you engage students, staff,  
and visitors, in and out of the classroom.



Giving greater versatility, displays can be positioned either horizontal 
or vertical orientation.

Professional displays designed to run 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  
The prefect option for continuous use.

Provides clear images at a wider viewing angle.

Perfect for large video  
wall integrations and  
dramatically reduce  
bezel to bezel  
distances.

Toshiba’s TD-X series is a high quality video wall solution that can be  
customised to suit your business requirements, and supports multi- 
screen tiling of up to 10 x 10 displays in either portrait or  
landscape mode.

A high-brightness screen and 178-degree viewing angle ensure superior 
picture quality in all lighting conditions, while the slim design and ultra-
narrow 3.5 mm bezel (5.5mm on 46” models) make the TD-X suitable for 
any professional environment.

TD-X series

Industry standard input, the 
Open Pluggable Specification 
(OPS), increases flexibility for users 
of any digital signage application, 
eliminating the need for  
external PC, cabling,  
mounting and power supply.

Control multiple displays from a central location via LAN or RS232 inputs. 
Connect to a control device to manage functionality remotely.

Combined 
bezel to  

bezel only 
3.5mmm



TD-X461      TD-X552X      TD-X552M

Technical specifications

Model  TD-X461 TD-X552X TD-X552M

Screen Screen size 117 cm (46”) 140 cm (55”) 140 cm (55”)
 Screen resolution 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080 1920 x 1080
 Light output 500 cd/m2 700 cd/m2 500 cd/m2
 Recommended maximum usage 24 24 24
 Visible area 1018.08 x 572.67 1209.6 x 680.4 1209.6 x 680.4 
 Viewing angle 178 x 178 178 x 178 178 x 178
 Pixel Pitch (mm) 0.485 x 0.485 0.630 x 0.630 0.630 x 0.630
 Display colours 8 bit +FRC 1.07G 8 bit +FRC 1.07G 8 bit +FRC 1.07G
 Native contrast 3500 1400 1400
 Response time (ms) 6.5 12 12
 Portrait mode Yes Yes Yes

Tiling Multi screen Yes Yes Yes
 Daisy chain DVI Yes Yes Yes
 Tiling matrix Up to 10 x 10 Up to 10 x 10 Up to 10 x 10
 Frame compensation Yes Yes Yes

Inputs 1 x HDMI (1.4b), DVI, DisplayPort (1.2), Analogue D-SUB, 2 x HDMI (1.4b), DVI, DisplayPort (1.2), USB, Analogue D-SUB,
 1 x composite/component, Audio RCA R/L, Audio mini, jack, RS232 1 x composite/component, Audio RCA R/L, Audio mini jack, RS232

Outputs DisplayPort, DVI, Composite, RS232, Remote, Mini Jack (Audio), Speakers 10W + 10W, Speaker Terminal

Dimensions Width (mm) 1024 1247 1213.4
 Bezel width (mm) 5.6 3.5 3.5
 Height (mm) 578.6 717.8 684.2
 Depth (min) - - -
 Depth (max) 125.7 95 95
 Weight kg 23 29.2 29.2

Control 
LAN 
RS-232

Video 
DisplayPort 
HDMI 
DVI

Signage models are able 
to tile together and share 
content to create effective 
multi-screen messages 
and displays.

To suit your needs
Retail and hospitality
In environments where captivating multimedia matters  
most - retail outlets, shopping centres, hotels, and stadiums. 
Toshiba is able to offer a wide range of Digital signage 
opportunities to create head turning solutions.

Corporate and public sector
Present a unified professional image across multiple remote 
locations and devices, with Toshiba Digital signage and Business 
Vision. At Toshiba we pride ourselves on helping the corporate 
and Public sectors reduce downtime and improve productivity. 
This sustained success is based on working together fulfilling 
individual business needs and goals.



85"

TD-U series
Engage customers with ultra impactful professional signage – 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week – with Toshiba’s TD-U series. Ideal for those who  
need to show a continuous stream of high quality content, you can  
enjoy clarity and reliability with robust displays that won’t let you down. 
What’s more, with an optional integrated touch screen overlay, you’re 
able to use interactive content to engage, entertain and inform your 
customers. Capable of usage in landscape or portrait orientation,  
the displays can adapt to the environment you place them in. 

The wide range of inputs (including RS232 and LAN control), scheduling 
features and control settings give you the flexibility to show what you 
want, when you want. You can even show up to four separate Full HD 
inputs simultaneously via split screen. 

The displays also give you the flexibility to show a wider range of content 
with the optional Intel® OPS slot. With a 4k, 3840 x 2160 resolution display, 
178-degree viewing angle – and 500 cd/m2 *(Nit) screen brightness –  
it’s easy to see how Toshiba’s TD-U series makes an impression.

Provides clear images at a wider viewing angle.

Professional displays designed to run 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  
The prefect option for continuous use.

Giving greater versatility, displays can be positioned 
either horizontal or vertical orientation.

At 3840 x 2160 pixels, Ultra HD 4K is four times the pixels of ‘normal’ HD 
1080p displays, giving the ultimate picture experience.



TD-U852      TD-U852TS

Control multiple displays from 
a central location via LAN or 
RS232 inputs. Connect to a 
control device to manage 
functionality remotely.

Models with IR touch 
screen functionality allow 
full interactivity. Engage 
with exciting content and 
discover information.

At 3840 x 2160 pixels, Ultra 
HD 4K is four times the 
pixels of ‘normal’ HD 1080p 
displays, giving the ultimate 
picture experience.

Model  TD-U852 TD-U852TS

Screen Screen Size 216cm (85”) 216cm (85”)
 Screen Resolution 3840 x 2160 3840 x 2160
 Light Output 500 cd/m² 450 cd/m²
 Recommended Maximum Usage 24 hr 24 hr
 Visible area 1925.6 (H) x 1108.2 (V) 1925.6 (H) x 1108.2 (V)
 Viewing Angle 178 x 178 178 x 178
 Pixel Pitch (mm) 0.4875 x 0.4875 0.4875 x 0.4875
 Display Colours 10 bit, 1.06Billion colours 10 bit, 1.06Billion colours
 Native Contrast 3000:1 2700:1
 Response Time (G to G) (ms) 6.5 6.5
 Portrait Mode Yes Yes

Inputs HDMI 4, DP 2/1*, Analogue D-Sub, USB*, RS-232, LAN

Other Features Touch Screen - Yes 
 Touch Screen Number of Supported Points - 6 Point
 OPS Slot - Yes
 No Signal Power Off Yes Yes
 Screen Saver Yes Yes
 Brightness Sensor Yes Yes
 Scheduler Yes Yes
 QUAD FHD Splitscreen Yes Yes
 Picture Shift Yes Yes
 Panel Lock Yes Yes

Dimensions (Approx) Width (mm) 1925.6 1925.6
 Width Bezel (mm) 21.2 23.2 (L/R) 21.9 (T/B)
 Height (mm) 1108.2 1108.2
 Depth (mm) - Minimum Point - -
 Depth (mm) - Maximum Point 103.7 116.9
 Weight (kg) 98 110.8

Technical specifications

To suit your needs

SMB
Build your SMB image to a corporate standard, and manage 
digital communications across multiple locations and devices 
with Toshiba’s Digital signage solutions.

Retail and hospitality
In environments where captivating multimedia matters  
most - retail outlets, shopping centres, hotels, and stadiums. 
Toshiba is able to offer a wide range of Digital signage 
opportunities to create head turning solutions.

Corporate and public sector
Present a unified professional image across multiple remote 
locations and devices, with Toshiba Digital signage and Business 
Vision. At Toshiba we pride ourselves on helping the corporate 
and Public sectors reduce downtime and improve productivity. 
This sustained success is based on working together fulfilling 
individual business needs and goals.

Education
At Toshiba we’ve got something for everyone in education.  
That includes displays with multiple connection ports, vivid 
pictures and clear audio, helping you engage students, staff,  
and visitors, in and out of the classroom.



Developed by Toshiba for use across our range of professional displays, 
Business Vision offers a remote management platform for digital signage 
in any working environment.

That means you can stay in control of your display throughout the 
working day and beyond – setting schedules, creating timing rules, or 
changing content instantly – to deliver the right messaging, at the right 
time, for the right impact.

What’s more, these features are available through an easy-to-use 
interface, so managing your digital signage is more intuitive than ever. 
Capable of running as a standalone solution, or via a local or cloud- 
based network, Business Vision is compatible with most of our  
business displays.

Business Vision 
Signage Management



TD-EBV1
Business Vision 
One/Cloud

Business Vision Cloud
Go beyond a single location, and remotely manage your communications 
via a cloud based interface. In addition to the features of Business Vision 
One, Business Vision Cloud allows you to connect multiple devices across 
multiple settings, customise your own templates, set display rules,  
and view and keep device logs and history.

Business Vision One
Control your digital signage communications using the business 
vision OPS unit via a standalone or local network interface. 
Import and schedule images, text, video, and more in any one  
of Business Vision’s pre-installed templates, and create engaging 
signage across your retail environment.

Feature Business Vision One Business Vision Cloud

Horizontal and vertical orientation Yes Yes

Automatic playback USB/SD card Yes Yes

Video content Yes Yes

Image content Yes Yes

Text Yes Yes

URL Local network only Yes

RSS feeds No Yes

Social network feeds No Yes

YouTube channel No Yes

Weather feed Yes Yes

Log files Yes Yes + download

Device details Yes Yes

Browser/browser autostart Yes Yes

Software update USB/SD card USB/SD card + Internet

Virtual video wall No Yes

Admin roles No Yes

Age related content tags No Yes

Template creation Fixed/edit Yes

Screenshots Local network only Yes

ERP integration No Yes

Technical specifications

Model TD-EBV1 

Processor Quad core ARM 
processor

CPU – SoC Rockchip RK3188 ARM 
Cortex A9 Quad Core

System memory 2GB RAM

Storage 8Gb internal flash 
(6Gb free for content 
storage). SD card/USB 
expansion support 
(content storage).

*Details subject to change.



Toshiba Europe GmbH
Hammfelddamm 8
41460 Neuss
Deutschland
Telefon: 0049 (0)2131 158 01
Fax: 0049 (0)2131 158 341

Specifications are subject to change. Specification is correct at time of publication. 
Images shown are for demonstration purposes only.toshiba.eu/television/business


